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nystagmus, and the author decides that this must
be regarded as a psychosomatic condition. This
section is a useful addition to Ster's work on this
subject and confirms his results.
The best parts of the book are the clinical reports

on the disorders which the author has studied.
Where his views on the psychophysiology of stress
reactions are allowed to come into the open, these
are seen to be unusual. For example: ' The effect
of the psyche on the soma can be likened to the
result of firing a blunderbuss.' To take one aspect
only, his statements imply a division between psyche
and soma, and even between different bodily
systems. Such a conception is, to say the least,
problematical. The book as a whole could be
more rewarding to its readers if in later editions its
shorter sections were expanded and the longer
sections pruned.

D.F.O.

BACTERIAL AND VIRUS DISEASES
By H. J. PARISH, M.D., F.R.C.P.E., D.P.H. 2nd

Edition. Pp. viii + 204, illustrated. Edinburgh:
E. & S. Livingstone. I95I. Ios. 6d.
This book is well and clearly written. It contains,

in small compass, a great deal of interesting in-
formation with useful practical detail. It is not a
fundamental work; it does not pretend to be so.
It is likely, therefore, to appeal to senior students
and practitioners for whom it is designed and by
whom it should be read, but not necessarily deeply
studied. More important still, it should be read
by the practitioner's colleagues who work in the
clinical pathology laboratory and are so often asked
for advice on its subject matter. The book also re-
minds us that chemotherapeutic agents have not by
any means superseded immunological methods of
treatment in the fight against infection.
The underlying principles of immunrity and

vaccine and serum therapy are clearly and simply set
out with the attendant dangers and difficulties and
exactly how to combat them. Then, all the com-
monly used antisera (including antivenoms) and
bacterial and virus vaccines are dealt with in prac-
tical everyday detail which includes indications for
use, how to administer them and dosage schemes.
It is here that the book is of most use to the general
practitioner and clinical pathologist. The text is
embellished with some interesting and not entirely
irrelevant historical and experimental matter, mak-
ing the book attractive to the senior student. There
are also unobtrusive references for the person who
wishes to go more deeply into the subject. The
diagrams are simple and useful and the photographs
well chosen.

THE PHYSICIAN AS MAN OF LETTERS,
SCIENCE AND ACTION

By THOMAS KIRKPATRICK MONRO, M.A., M.D.,
LL.D. 2nd Edition. Pp. x + 259. Edinburgh:
E. & S. Livingstone. I951. 2Is.
During the I8 years that have passed since the

first edition of this book, a number of doctors have

qualified for admission, being distinguished in
other ways than in the practice of medicine. The
newcomers range from Munthe to Grenfell, and
there have been added also a number that had pre-
'viously escaped notice. In a section containing
notes on Io8 foreign medical men, the brothers
Bauhin are included on account of their botanical
writings. Their memory is kept green for perhaps
a wider public by the lovely flowering shrubs,
Bauhinia, which beautify tropical gardens.
The word 'physician' in the title includes

surgeon, as is shown by such biographies as those
of Hunter, Syme, Billroth, Treves, Power, Trotter
and Gask. The author of this delightfully-written
and well-indexed book is now an octogenarian.
Your reviewer's first visit to Oxford was made with
him when the author was visiting Sir William
Osler (who has a dozen references in the bio-
graphical index) to discuss editions of the works of
Sir Thomas Browne (who gets 2z pages of bio-
graph3). To read biography often induces- a
feeling of humility, and the present brief records of
580 men are no exception. They are classified
under 25 spheres of activity ranging from poetry to
piracy. It is good to know that, in a profession
whose members so often fail to develop a hobby,
such a large number have gone further and attained
distinction outside their profession.

J.K.M.

RECENT ADVANCES IN BACTERIOLOGY
By J. D. MACLENNAN, M.B.E., M.D. 3rd Edition.

Pp. 322. J. & A. Churchill Ltd. I951. 25S.
The author discusses the morphology and

physiology of bacteria, chemotherapy, antibiotics
and a few particular organisms.

Nearly half of the space is devoted to a con-
sideration of anaerobic organisms and infections
caused by anaerobic organisms. Subjects of greater
general interest such as the antibiotics are much
less generously dealt with.
Each subject is presented as a summary of the

modem knowledge with numerous references and,
as such, should be of great value to anybody wishing
to make a detailed study of any of the subjects
discussed.

R.E.M.T.

CHIROPODIAL ORTHOPAEDICS
By FRANKLIN CHARLESWORTH, F.Ch.S. Pp. viii +

255, with I31 illustrations. Edinburgh: E. & S.
Livingstone. 195 . 25s.
This book is well produced, clearly written and

illustrated. The appliances described are, on the
whole, ingenious and useful, although one might
feel that some are too complicated to be of much
general use. For orthopaedic surgeons, the book
will be useful as a guide to what may be done to
make the foot comfortable and to the materials
which the chiropodist has at his disposal. The
chiropodist will find that the devices are effective
because they depend on sound well-tried ortho-
paedic principles.
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